
Market outlook
• Information contained in the Federal Open Market Committee’s (FOMC or the Committee) Summary of Economic Projections released at

the March meeting suggests the Federal Reserve (the Fed) may be nearing the end of its hiking campaign.

• While the Fed in our view will likely maintain a ‘higher-for-longer’ policy stance given still elevated inflation, a tightening of credit 
conditions from developments in the banking sector could affect their interest rate path. 

• The debt ceiling will be increasingly in focus as we approach the window for the “X-date” (expected to fall between June and September) 
and yields on Treasury bills (T-bills) deemed vulnerable to a delayed payment could experience meaningful increases relative to T-bills 
maturing on other parts of the curve. T-bill supply could move higher upon a resolution of the debt limit. 
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Q1 highlights 
• The FOMC held meetings on February 1 and March 22 and 

voted unanimously to raise the range for the federal funds rate 
by 0.25% on both occasions, which brought the range to 
4.75% to 5.00% and represented a slower pace of increases 
relative to recent quarters.

• In a statement released at the March meeting1, the FOMC in 
our view was looking to balance an ongoing desire to bring 
down elevated inflation with concerns about “recent 
developments” in the U.S. banking system that “are likely to 
result in tighter credit conditions” and “weigh on economic 
activity, hiring and inflation.”

• Specifically, the Committee said it, “remains highly attentive to 
inflation risks” but moderated previous guidance for its rate 
path noting it, “anticipates that some additional policy firming 
may be appropriate” to reduce inflation to its 2% objective. 

• In contrast, the FOMC had previously stated that “ongoing 
increases in the target range will be appropriate.” 

The Fed’s “dot plot” 
interest rate forecasts 
implied in our view that the 
Fed may be nearing the 
end of its hiking campaign, 
but rates could stay 
elevated. 

Active positioning of our 
MMFs should afford an 
opportunity to quickly 
benefit from actual and 
anticipated policy firming, 
while our assessment of a 
potential pause in rate 
hikes would likely affect 
our investment strategy. 

The U.S. debt ceiling “X-
date” is generally expected 
to fall sometime between 
June and September.  
Yields on T-bills maturing 
in this window could 
experience upward 
pressure. 
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• Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen confirmed that the United States 
reached the statutory debt limit on January 19.2 She also noted the 
Treasury began using so-called “extraordinary measures”, which give 
the Treasury room to operate without hitting the statutory borrowing 
authority limit. Secretary Yellen noted that such measures could 
provide relief until early June, also known as the “X-date”, but the 
timeframe is “subject to considerable uncertainty.”  

• T-bill supply rose $ 380 billion during the quarter3, with issuance 
generally contracting during the latter part of the period. In our 
estimation, the T-bill curve generally did not reflect any material 
dislocations related to the debt ceiling during the first quarter.

• Utilization of the New York Federal Reserve overnight reverse 
repurchase agreement program (RRP) ranged from approximately 
$2.0 trillion to $2.2 trillion as demand exceeded other sources of 
supply at the front-end of the market.4

• Assets across the U.S. money market fund (MMF) industry increased 
$463.1 billion during the first quarter. Assets of government MMFs 
and prime MMFs rose by $365.9 billion and $97.7 billion, 
respectively, while municipal MMFs fell by $580 million.5

Sources 1: U.S. Federal Reserve as of March 31, 2023 2, 3: U.S. Treasury 4: New York Fed 5: Investment Company Institute
The BlackRock opinions expressed are as of March 31, 2023 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions.
Forecasts are based on estimates and assumptions. There is no guarantee that they will be achieved.
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Consistent with the increase in government MMF assets 
across the industry, BlackRock government funds 
experienced net inflows during the first quarter.

Rates on short-term Treasuries moved higher throughout 
the first quarter, with the most significant yield increase 
occurring in the 1-month space, which ended the quarter at 
4.74%. Yield levels on longer tenors decreased, as the 
market priced in higher probabilities of a rate cut by the Fed 
in 2023. This dynamic resulted in an inversion of the yield 
curve. 

The 1-year T-bill and 2-year Treasury note (T-note) hit highs 
during the first quarter of 5.25% and 5.05%, respectively, 
and ended the quarter slightly down at 4.64% and 4.06 %, 
respectively.

Throughout the quarter, our focus was to ensure ample 
liquidity for any potential cash flow volatility. Since the end 
of the third quarter, we have preferred a below-neutral 
duration across our government funds; however, in our view, 
the shift in interest rate policy resulted in more favorable 
opportunities to extend duration. 

Purchases throughout the quarter were mostly comprised of 
2-month T-bills at an average yield of 4.57% and 3-month 
T-bills at an average yield of 4.69%.

In 2022, T-bill supply declined by $41 billion, with no 
material relief anticipated going into 2023, as the U.S. 
begins to near the debt ceiling limit. This insufficient supply, 
coupled with a cohort of investors with elevated levels of 
cash who lack access to the Fed’s RRP program, we believe, 
contributed to a generally strong demand for T-bills and 
dealer repurchase agreements. With this in mind, the 
duration of our flagship, repo-eligible funds remained short,, 
as we anticipate additional rate increases by the Fed.

Eligible funds continued to utilize the Fed RRP throughout 
the period, as the overnight rate increased from 4.30% at 
the beginning of the quarter to 4.80% following the March 
22 FOMC rate hike. Compared to investments in treasury 
and agency obligations, the Fed RRP remained a compelling 
investment choice, in our opinion. 
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Government & Treasury funds

Prime funds

Sources 6: iMoneyNet as of March 31, 2023. 7: Federal Reserve as of March 31, 2023 8: BlackRock.
The BlackRock opinions expressed are as of March 31, 2023 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions.
Forecasts are based on estimates and assumptions. There is no guarantee that they will be achieved.

Consistent with the increase in assets of prime MMFs across 
the industry, BlackRock prime funds experienced net inflows 
during the first quarter. 

Amid broader market volatility, we believe, investors 
exhibited demand for prime funds to take advantage of the 
incremental yield. As of March 31, the spread between 
institutional government and prime MMF yields was 0.21%.6

Tier 1 commercial paper (CP) outstandings increased by 
$5.2 billion over the quarter, to $406.7 billion. As expected, 
CP rates continued to reprice due to the two rate hikes seen 
during the quarter. Financial CP within our prime funds 
maturing in three months or less ended the quarter with an 
average yield of 5.16%. 

Rates on money market deposit instruments continued to 
increase throughout the quarter, as overnight rates averaged 
at 4.64% and 1-week at 4.54%.7 Our prime funds favored 
these investments, which provided additional yield 
compared to Treasuries.

Throughout the quarter, our focus was to ensure ample 
liquidity for any potential flow volatility. Purchases during 
the period were primarily of certificate of deposits and time 
deposits at an average yield of 4.51%, CP and overnight 
repo for eligible portfolios.

Although we favored a shorter-duration stance over the last 
several months to protect against interest rate risk, we have 
been opportunistically adding short-term credit to add 
duration where appropriate. At quarter-end, the portfolios 
remained defensively positioned, as we anticipate additional 
action from the Fed. As of March 31, the prime funds had an 
average daily liquidity of 52%.8
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Consistent with the theme across the ultra-short bond 
industry in 2022, the BlackRock Short Obligations Fund 
experienced net outflows in the first quarter. 

Despite recent events involving the banking sector and a 
flight to safety in government MMFs, Tier 1 CP outstandings 
increased by $5.2 billion during the quarter, while Tier 2 CP 
outstandings hit an all-time high of $142.7 billion at the end 
of February. Reinvestment rates for short-term credit 
instruments climbed each week, as evidenced by the yield on 
90-day AA financial CP, which increased from 4.51% in 
December to 4.91% in late March. 

Yields in the Investment Grade (IG) space were volatile 
throughout the quarter, with the yields on the JULI 
Financials 1- to 3-year Index ranging between 4.93% and 
5.94%. Money market and IG spreads also experienced 
volatility throughout the first quarter resulting from 
stubborn wage growth, inflation levels and the uncertainty 
surrounding the banking system. Spreads significantly 
widened following the uncertainty related to the risks 
associated with U.S. and international banks, but prior, were 
tight throughout the quarter. 

Throughout the quarter, our focus was keeping the fund well 
positioned to capture higher reinvestment rates by focusing 
purchases on CP maturing between 1-week and 2-months 
at yields ranging from 4.56% to 4.91%. This short duration 
strategy enabled the fund to capitalize on each rate hike. 
Other investments consisted of both fixed- and floating-IG 
debt maturing in 2 years or more at yields ranging from 
5.14% to 5.94%. 

Given the Fed’s continued commitment to tame inflation, 
despite signs of moderation in price pressures, and the 
events surrounding the banking sector, the outlook for the 
second quarter remains uncertain. In our view, opportunity 
remains for additional rate and spread volatility, leading us 
to remain cautious when extending duration.

BlackRock municipal MMFs experienced net inflows during 
the first quarter compared to modest outflows across the 
industry. Over the course of the quarter, there was a wide 
variance in industry assets, as flows were driven by early 
January reinvestment cash inflows, and then by the 
resulting low Variable Rate Demand Note (VRDN) yield levels 
prompting outflows, as demand overwhelmed available 
VRDN market supply.

As the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association 
(SIFMA) Index (which represents the average yield on 7-day 
municipal floating-rate debt) moved higher in February, and 
industry assets strongly recovered, fears across the banking 
system emerged in early March, causing a second wave of 
outflows.

VRDN inventory on dealer balance sheets spiked to more 
than $13 billion, well above the rolling 12-month average of 
$4 billion. As a result, the SIFMA Index adjusted upwards to 
4.35%, the highest it has been since March 2020.

Ultimately, after trading in a 269 basis point range (1.66% 
to 4.35%) throughout the quarter, the SIFMA Index ended 
the period at 3.97%, while VRDN inventory on dealer 
balance sheets ended the quarter at $2.6 billion.

In the fixed-rate space, the U.S. Treasury market finished the 
first quarter tighter across most of the curve, while 1-year 
municipal bond yields and 1-year municipal note yields 
tightened slightly to 2.49% and 2.96%, respectively. 

As the Fed remained hawkish amidst high inflation levels, 
and considering heightened regional banking concerns, our 
municipal MMFs were positioned with high levels of daily 
and weekly liquidity, as we continue to pursue a short of 
neutral, defensive investment strategy. 

Target WAMs (Weighted Average Maturities) were in the 15-
to 20-day range, as we remained selective on fixed-rate 
exposure. We continued to be selective, executing 
commercial paper trades with maturities mostly inside of the 
30-day range to bolster our defensive posture.

We believe recent industry inflows are leading to an 
increased demand for VRDN securities and contributing to 
declining inventory putting downward pressure on yields in 
early April. We anticipate a seasonal move higher in VRDN 
yields as we move closer to the upcoming tax season in mid-
April.

Money market fund strategy

Municipal funds

Ultra-short bond fund

The BlackRock opinions expressed are as of March 31, 2023 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions.
Forecasts are based on estimates and assumptions. There is no guarantee that they will be achieved.
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The opinions expressed are as of March 31, 2023 and may change as subsequent conditions vary. The information and 
opinions contained in this material are derived for proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed by BlackRock, Inc. 
and/or its subsidiaries (together, “BlackRock”) to be reliable, are not necessarily all inclusive and are not guaranteed as to 
accuracy. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Any investments named within this material may 
not necessarily be held in any accounts managed by BlackRock. Reliance upon information in this subject to Alternative 
Minimum Tax. Capital gains distributions, if any, are taxable. 

Disclosures related to Institutional Prime and Institutional Municipal MMFs: You could lose money by investing in the 
Fund. Because the share price of the Fund will fluctuate, when you sell your shares they may be worth more or less than 
what you originally paid for them. The Fund may impose a fee upon sale of your shares or may temporarily suspend your 
ability to sell shares if the Fund's liquidity falls below required minimums because of market conditions or other factors. 
An investment in the Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other 
government agency. The Fund's sponsor has no legal obligation to provide financial support to the Fund, and you should 
not expect that the sponsor will provide financial support to the Fund at any time. 

Disclosures related to Retail MMFs: You could lose money by investing in the Fund. Although the Fund seeks to preserve 
the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it cannot guarantee it will do so. The Fund may impose a fee upon sale of 
your shares or may temporarily suspend your ability to sell shares if the Fund's liquidity falls below required minimums 
because of market conditions or other factors. An investment in the Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. The Fund's sponsor has no legal obligation to provide 
financial support to the Fund, and you should not expect that the sponsor will provide financial support to the Fund at 
any time. 

Disclosures related to Government MMFs: You could lose money by investing in the Fund. Although the Fund seeks to 
preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it cannot guarantee it will do so. An investment in the Fund is 
not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. The Fund's 
sponsor has no legal obligation to provide financial support to the Fund, and you should not expect that the sponsor will 
provide financial support to the Fund at any time.

Please consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the BlackRock Short Obligations Fund 
carefully before investing. The Fund’s prospectus and summary prospectus contains this and other information about 
the Fund and are available, along with information on other BlackRock Funds, by calling 800-441-7762 or by accessing 
the website at www.blackrock.com/cash. The prospectus should be read carefully before investing.

Prepared by BlackRock Investments, LLC, member FINRA
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the United States and elsewhere. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

Want to know more?
blackrock.com/cash  |  cashmgmt@blackrock.com  |  800-441-7450
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